NOTE: Model AV-9900 ONLY
The chart rotation MUST be stopped. Time change not allowed while processing.

1.  ➘ to SELECT <->
CONFIGURATION

2.  ➘

3.  ➘ to CONFIGURE <->
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS

4.  ➘

5.  ➘ to CURRENT TIME
AM/PM XX:XX XX

6.  ➘ MOD Cursor appears under hours

7.  ➘ or ➘ to change hours

8.  ➘ to program new hours

9.  ➘ or ➘ to change minutes

10. ➘ ENTER to program new minutes

11. ➘ or ➘ to change AM/PM

12. ➘ ENTER to program AM/PM

13. ➘ RESET to return to main display